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Between the Banda and Flores Seas in southeastern 
Sulawesi, is a small island group known as the 
Tukangbesi Islands. First dived by underwater 
explorer Jacques Cousteau, he’s reputed as stating 

that the region was an “underwater Nirvana.” Later, 
another explorer traveled through the region, and like 
Cousteau, Lorenz Maeder also realised the unique value 
of the area. He had a dream of opening a resort/dive 
centre that would embrace the local communities and 
encourage them to protect the area; this would in turn 
attract people from all over the world to experience the 
amazing reefs and incredible biodiversity. Thanks to a lot 
of hard work and eco minded investment, Lorenz’s dream 
is a reality and the region has become a Marine National 
Park. 

Wakatobi has more than 43 documented dive sites. In 
two visits I’ve only dived around half the sites, yet in my 
opinion they’re some of the healthiest coral reefs in the 
Indo region. And due to the commitment of the resort and 
the community to protect them, there was defi nitely more 
fi sh life visible on my latest visit. Though I can’t give you a 
defi nitive guide to the dive sites of Wakatobi, from what I 
have experienced I can describe my own favourites.

Roma Reef   This has to be my number one choice. For 
a single site it’s one of the most diverse coral gardens 
I’ve dived in my 22 years of scuba. The site itself is a 
wide underwater sea mount covered in growth. Giant 
barrel sponges rise through the corals, adorned with frills 
of multicoloured crinoids, both utilizing the nutrient rich 
waters fl owing past at the turn of the tides. Gorgonian 
fans drape from from opportune edges, to spread wide 
into maximum current fl ow. Dense growths of cabbage 
and lettuce corals form artistic mazes over the reef surface 
creating perfect sanctuary for reef fi sh at the fi rst sign of 
danger, and massive sculptures of capricorn coral create 
fi bbonacci swirls covered in glittering glassfi sh, all of 
which is too much for local lionfi sh to ignore as they hunt 
through the folds of coral for a tasty snack. Schools of 
black snapper patrol the slopes, and with luck you’ll get 
close enough for a photo or some great video. Fusiliers 
randomly swarm down into coral hollows, hoping for a 

ALL REEFS LEAD  TO ROMA

Main: A giant sea fan 
at Roma Reef.

Below:

Banded sea snakes are 
seen on most dives.

Giant barrel sponge 
and soft corals at Roma 
Reef. 

Fields of potato coral 
and masses of chromis 
make wonderful 
images. 

There’s amazing coral 
formations on the 
deeper reef tops.
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in case you slipped and fell, but down 
here divers can soar above them like an 
eagles. We counted four peaks linked 
by ridges where each peak and ridge 
is slightly deeper than its predecessor. It 
seems to continue deeper with more and 
more peaks and ridges – a wonderful 
spot to tech dive just to see where it 
goes. Growth on the top and sides of the 
terrain is impressive and healthy, with 
plate corals, giant sponges, gorgonians, 
and red sea whips everywhere and 
everything is massed with crinoids 
enjoying the current. A passing eagle ray 
swam through my reef shot composition 
just after I’d looked away and a pod of 

quick going over at a cleaning station 
before moving en masse back up into the 
water column.

The top of the mount itself has a smaller 
pinnacle that’s so dense with life it could 
be done as a shallow dive in its own 
right. Carpeted in leather corals, fields 
of soft coral plumes and short acropora 
corals with a scattering of anemones, 
it’s a haven for chromis and small reef 
fish to hide in and feed above. Banded 
sea snakes course through the corals, 
stopping frequently to delve deep into 
a hole to corner a hiding fish. Sergeant 
majors rise and fall between the reef and 
the water surface in a glimmering striped 
cloud often engulfed by thousands of 

small blue triggerfish doing the same. I’ve 
now dived Roma four times – it’s a place 
I’d happily do again and again. Depth 
range 5 – 25m.

Blade    My second favourite. It’s an open 
water dive, and accessibility depends 
on weather conditions – but this also 
means some of the best visibility and 
the chance to see just about anything 
passing by. What makes it stunning is 
the ambience; there’s several underwater 
mountain peaks linked by narrow ridges 
that plummet on either side into the 
blue abyss. If you were above water 
traversing these ridges between peaks, 
the top is so narrow and the fall is so 
steep that you’d almost be afraid to move 

pilot whales swam past the boat just after 
we surfaced.  Depth range 3 – 55m.

Teluk Maya   There’s a wonderful mix of 
different terrains here. A coral garden 
slopes down to a bay of white sand 
covered in seapens and garden eels. 
The sand graduates on to a wide coral 
pinnacle with a steep dropoff on its 
opposite side. The pinnacle is covered in 
thick coral and sponge growth including 
a massive rose of capricorn facing the 
sand. After exploring the deeper sands, 
pinnacle and dropoff, head to the right; 
there’s a large undulation of potato coral 
with hundreds of chromis, hunting lionfish 
and banded sea snakes. The shallow 
slopes are often hang-outs for large 
cuttlefish either nestled in the coral or 
floating against the blue. 
Depth Range 0 – 60m.

House Reef   This is an incredible macro 
dive. It’s great a fourth dive of the day 
or even as an alternative to one of the 
boat dives as you can dive it for as long 
and as slowly as you like. Considered 
to be one of the best house reef dives 
in the world, it’s a steep wall with 
many overhangs and nooks full of life. 

Resident turtles sleep amongst the corals, 
nudibranchs of all types can be found at 
all depths and various anemones with 
anemonefish, especially near the boat 
jetty. You could spend a whole dive 
on the wall but if you’re a real macro 
aficionado, don’t go past the rubble top 
inside the reef edge and the seagrass 
beds, you never know what you may find 
– gobies, sea moths, more nudibranchs, 
blue ring octopus, frogfish – the list goes 
on and on. 
Depth range 0 – 40m.

Magnifica   Like most nearby sites, this is 
a fringing reef that plummets down as a 
steep wall. The wall itself is a great drift 

dive; large barracuda cruise past and 
spiral whip corals hang from the wall. 
Turtles with remora amble by and trevally 
cruise past hoping to pick off a reef fish 
or one of the thousands of fusiliers. But for 
me, the very top edge of the fringing reef 
that’s so beautiful, adorned with dense 
coverings of hard corals, leather corals, 
anemones, giant clams and soft coral 
plumes that all reflect on the surface just 
a few meters above. Anthias and chromis 
rise and fall above the corals feeding 
in the water column as long toms and 
trevally cruise through amongst them. This 
top section is so good I sometimes do my 
safety stop early, just to enjoy it more.

Big schools of barracuda and it seems the 
numbers are on the increase.
A grumpy fish when ‘flashed’ first thing in 
the morning; the yellow barred jawfish.
Two white-spot anemone shrimp.
One of the most colourful frogfish at 
Wakatobi, the clown or warty frogfish. 
This one, about the size of a small melon, 
was a hard fit for my macro lens.
The beautiful square spot anthia, a great 
portrait subject.
A jellyfish captures a pelagic tunicate 
during a five-at-five stop.
Floating above a mountain range at Blade.
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Wakatobi Fast Facts
This luxury eco resort boasts four 
high end ocean view villas, 15 beach 
bungalows with indoor bathrooms 
and outdoor showers, and nine palm 
bungalows with indoor bathrooms 
and showers – all fully airconditioned. 
A longhouse at the end of the dock 
includes a relaxation lounge, dive centre, 
and large camera room. A separate 
restaurant serves superb food and caters 
to most dietary needs. My favourite dive 
travel is on a liveaboard, but Wakatobi 
has all the benefits of one plus plenty of 
space – and its an island! There’s also 
stand up paddle boards, kitesurfing and 
relaxation on the beach. If you still crave 
a liveaboard, their luxury yacht Pelagian 
travels further afield.
Electricity & Cameras Capability: 220v 
and 110v outlets, storage shelves and 
compressed air, in a climate controlled 
room. Two separate rinse tanks are 
maintained solely for camera equipment.
Diving: Unlimited. Three boat dives run 
daily to the many dive sites – customised 
dayboats with ample shade, camera 
tables, and onboard toilet. The incredible 
3km long House Reef can be a shore 
dive or via taxi boat to see even more, 

Getting to Wakatobi: 
From Australia via Denpasar, 
then private charter to Wakatobi. 
International flights into Bali are via 
many carriers.
Health & Vaccinations: We did not 
notice any mosquitoes during our 
voyage though we were cautious 
at sunrise and sunset. Generally 
recommended for Indonesia are anti-
malarials and insect repellent. Like all 
remote locations, tetanus and hepatitis 
A could also be considered.
Entry & Exit Requirements: Passports 
must have at least 6 months remaining 
validity. For 30 countries (not including 
Australia) no visa is required to enter 
Indonesia, see www.bali.com/visa-
indonesia-entry-requirements-bali.html.  
Australian passports: 7 to 30 day visas 
vary in cost. From February 2015 
departure tax on leaving Indonesia is 
included in ticket prices.
Climate: Wakatobi diving is year 
round. Average daily temperatures 
are around 30°c maximum and 26°c 
minimum. Water temperatures vary 
in season – 26° to 30°c – a wetsuit is 
advised; I prefer a 5mm suit.

This is just a sample of the Wakatobi 
reefs, there’s much much more 
to see. You could easily dive the 
reefs here focusing on macro, as 
pygmy seahorses of various species 
abound on many sites, nudibranchs 
and critters are plentiful and reef 
fish like square spot anthias are so 
photogenic. But for me Wakatobi 
is the embodiment of ambient 
diving, enjoying the big picture of 
coral structures and reef scenes all 
juxtaposed with blue waters and 
plentiful reef fish. 

Whether you’re a photographer, 
just want to immerse yourself in the 
beauty of the reefs, or simply want to 
snorkel, there’s definitely something for 
everyone.

Left: Wakatobi assists 
turtle breeding by keeping 
hatchlings in a salt water 
pond for a time before 
releasing them into the 
wild.

Louise with superb natural 
sponge ‘sculptures’ at 
Teluk Maya.

and night dives can be done. Dive 
durations are generally 70 minutes max. 
Nitrox is available, I highly recommend 
it.
Dive Guides: Personal dive guides can 
assist with diving needs (or desires) on 
each site for photography/video, which 
makes dives much more rewarding.
Airport Transfers: Wakatobi staff can 

Villa One © Didi Lotze

MY Pelagian © Wakatobi Resort

Palm Bungalow © Didi Lotze

The Patio 
© Didi Lotze

assist on arrival in Bali and with hotel 
transfer (organise via Wakatobi prior 
to arrival). Overnight in Bali is prior to 
domestic flights). They assist with flight 
time, domestic check in plus return flights 
to Bali airport.
Gratuity (tips): Voluntary, based on 
quality of service received. 

> LINK: www.wakatobi.com


